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For legal ethics scholars, in-house lawyers are an irresistible and enduring subject of study. As lawyers who derive
their living solely from one client and who are embedded in the culture and incentive structures internal to that client, inhouse lawyers bring several “classic” legal ethics concerns into sharp focus: What does lawyer independence require?
How should lawyers balance client and public interests? When should a lawyer say “no” to a client? There is also, of
course, the fact that in-house lawyers have been the subject of multiple front-page scandals in recent decades.
Although the query “where were the lawyers?” was first used, as I understand it, in the 1980s in relation to outside
counsel in the U.S. savings and loan scandal,1 the question is being increasingly trained on in-house lawyers, who
have risen significantly in number and status.
With In-House Lawyers’ Ethics, Moorhead, Vaughan, and Godinho add their own deft, distinct, and deep contribution to
the literature on in-house lawyers. At the centre of their book is ambitious new empirical research on the role of inhouse lawyers, drawing on interviews with 67 in-house lawyers and compliance personnel and surveys of 400 in-house
lawyers. To be sure, thoughtful empirical research on in-house lawyers has been conducted by others before.2
However, Moorhead, Vaughan, and Godinho break fresh ground with their focus on legal risk management and their
use of quantitative methods to explore concepts previously examined mostly in qualitative terms.
The topics covered are expansive, ranging from a discussion of the interviewees’ perception of how in-house counsel
practice has changed over time, to how risk is conceptualized in the organizations in which in-house counsel work, to
an assessment of the impact of professional codes of conduct on in-house lawyer behaviour. The sheer density of the
book precludes a tidy review of everything it has to offer. The insight to page ratio is very high.
One aspect of the book worth highlighting is the work that In-House Lawyers’ Ethics does to add nuance to ideas that
have long been percolating. For example, the conventional treatment of lawyer independence tends to approach this
concept as static and binary—as a quality that a lawyer or a set of lawyers either has or lacks.3 The authors here,
however, draw on their empirical findings to offer a much more dynamic conceptual understanding of independence in
the context of in-house lawyering.
More particularly, throughout the book, the authors paint a picture of the “tournament of influence” in which in-house
lawyers must engage to have a meaningful voice in their organizations. In-house counsel, the authors note, must adopt
a “cultivated posture of helpfulness” in order to be heard and taken seriously. Stated differently, in-house counsel can
be seen as having a “‘credit bank’ with their peers which gets topped up by being ‘helpful’ and which gets eroded
when ‘difficult’ decisions or requests are made.” This latter point is brought to life in a quotation from one of the
interviewees (condensed here due to space constrictions):
To put it rather broadly, you win people over by being sensible, by making money for the company, by making
good calls, by negotiating well, by being a really good ally on commercial projects, by making things happen, by
going away and saying, “Yes, that’s a horrible messy thing and I’ll sort it out for you.” And then, when you’re
in the board and you’re doing the unpopular thing….And at that point, you are absolutely not going to win
friends and influence people and they will say, “For God’s sake, why are you doing this? That’s horrible,
that’s nasty, that’s beastly and I don’t want to know about it so just shut up.” And that’s the point at which
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you use all the brownie points you’ve got by doing all the other things that they liked, and eventually, if it all
works out, they may say, “Actually, that was quite a good call, it’s a good thing you did that.” But they may not,
they may just go, “Oh well, she’s a bit difficult sometimes, but on the whole, she’s quite useful to have
around.”

The authors comment, in relation to this quote, that “the tournament of influence and pragmatism is reshaped here as
a kind of quiet heroism.”
By drawing on quotes like these and other data collected, the authors present a picture of independence as a concept
that “operates along a continuum and may be found to be weaker or stronger, in the same person, at different times
and in different contexts” and which “relates to the positioning of the in-house lawyer in the organisation and the need
to work for influence.”
This richer view of independence in the context of in-house lawyering is unlikely to shock either the lawyers who work
as in-house counsel or scholars who study them. Nonetheless, the detail in which Moorhead, Vaughan, and Godinho
lay out this picture and the evidence they marshal in support of it are very important contributions to the literature. Their
work adds a valuable degree of evidence-based specification to describing the realities of in-house lawyering which
might otherwise be bluntly or casually explained.
This specificity, in turn, gives the authors analytic leverage to interrogate important questions relating to the context in
which in-house lawyers work. Issues like “how widely or narrowly legal advice is framed; what is done when the law is
uncertain; [and] how proactively in-house lawyers respond to risk” are thoughtfully and empirically explored. This
contextual focus also provides the basis for the authors’ exploration of promising avenues of intervention (like, for
example, discouraging the narrow framing of legal tasks in a manner that “shuts out ethical considerations”).
A second noteworthy contribution is the authors’ use of quantitative methods to unpack role identities previously
qualitatively ascribed to in-house counsel. To this end, the authors isolate five role orientations—commercial, ethical,
independence, neutral advisor, and exploiting uncertainty—and examine not only the degree to which such orientations
accord with how in-house lawyers conceive of their role but also how these orientations relate to lawyers’ inclination to
act ethically.
To arrive at these five role orientations, the authors used a sophisticated methodology. For the purposes of this Jot, it is
perhaps helpful to crudely summarize that the five role orientations were derived from survey data that involved
participants’ responses to certain attitudinal statements about the in-house lawyer role and that “each of the
orientations indicates a group of questions which [the] respondents tended to answer in similar ways.” So, for example,
the commercial orientation identified related to statements such as “the commercial success of my organisation is
important to me” and “it is important for a legal adviser to add value to the business.” The ethical orientation related to
statements such as “my advice goes beyond legal considerations to assess whether something is the right thing
ethically to do,” and “where the law is uncertain, I take a lead on what the right thing to do is.” And the exploiting
uncertainty orientation related to statements such as “loopholes in the law should be identified that benefit the
business” and “where the law is uncertain, I help the business benefit from that uncertainty”.
Having isolated these five role orientations, the authors then embark on “evaluat[ing] these orientations normatively
and link[ing] them to other dimensions of in-house practice: professional orientations, team orientations, relationships
with the organisation, and ethical pressure.” For example, the authors note an association between thinking of
exploitation of uncertainty as part of the in-house role and a weaker ethical inclination (as measured using established
tools for measuring ethicality which focus on moral attentiveness and moral disengagement).
In addition to studying the role orientations, the authors also engage in a quantitative analysis of the impact of the
environment in which the in-house lawyer works and their ethical inclination. For example, a link was established
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between a stronger ethical inclination and stronger ethical infrastructure (as measured both through the presence of
formal measures like ethics training and written guidance as well as the presence of informal conversations about
conduct).
As was the case with the book’s presentation of a more nuanced concept of lawyer independence, a key part of the
value of the quantitative work conducted lies in its specificity and rigour. In providing a detailed and evidence-based
understanding of the links between things like in-house role orientation, ethical infrastructure, and general ethical
inclination, the authors lay out a sophisticated picture of in-house lawyering as well as a solid foundation for further
scholarly work and policy intervention. As they themselves note on the issue of impact:
Through this detailed, and mixed methods approach, we hope to offer fresh insights on the in-house lawyer.
Whilst it provides evidence relevant to the traditional question of whether in-house lawyers really are
‘professionals’ or mere employees, we think the more important contribution is to inform debate on how to
make in-house lawyers more ethical. Improvement, not judgement, is the ultimate aim here.

So much more could be said about the content of In-House Lawyers’ Ethics—it is a book full of detailed data and big
ideas. The above summary simply highlights two areas of its contribution to the literature. For those with an interest in
in-house lawyering, the entire book is well worth a read and, no doubt, readers will find other and additional aspects of
the book to be engaging and informative.
Before ending this Jot, however, I would be remiss if I did not note that, for a book so deeply steeped in methods, data,
and theory, there is vivid colour and sometimes even moments of playfulness delightfully sprinkled throughout. The
skillful deployment of interviewee quotations and the use of memorable turns of phrases by the authors made the book
a delight to read in addition to it being so informative.
In-House Lawyers’ Ethics: Buy it, read it, cite it!
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